nanoSEA™
Mobile GSM and LTE Wireless
Maritime Data Networks
Persistent Telecom Inc. (PTI) enables stable,
easy to operate wireless broadband data of
4G/LTE and 3G services on any ship at a fair,
competitive price.
PTI has developed an innovative, new
approach to add LTE cellular data connectivity
to cruise ships and super yachts using landbased telecom infrastructure.
Persistent Telecom is a full LTE Mobile
Network Operator (MNO) in the USA, with
Network
Operations
Centers
directly
connected to global MNO’s and satellite
networks operators.
Persistent Telecom can deliver mobile data
and route traffic from anywhere, directly to
your location using the local cellular carrier.
carrier.
nanoSEA™ services were developed to be
used by yacht guests and crews' phones for
high speed mobile data while in port or within
range of cell towers.

For connectivity off the ship, PTI’s SIM cards
can connect with a local LTE 4G and 3G
Mobile Network Operators.
The nanoSEA™ SIM router solution
provides Wi-Fi to those on board; using LTE
backhaul to connect with the commercial
carriers on land.
PTI’s single, multi-operator SIM solution
automatically
switches
to
the
local
commercial carrier when arriving in a new
territory; ensuring best quality coverage, data
throughput and lowest wholesale pricing.
nanoSEA™ enables guests use of all their
favorite aps on their own cell phones.

nanoSEA™
Mobile GSM and LTE Wireless
Maritime Data Networks
Persistent Telecom SIM cards can be
delivered directly to the yacht communications
service resellers.
nanoSEA™ communication charges can be
billed to the passenger, the crew, the ship or
the ship’s operator via PTI’s billing solution.
PTI SIM solutions leverage a wholesale
discount agreement with the local Mobile
Operator which allows for a low cost, high
volume, data delivery with no bandwidth
throttling or roaming restrictions.
nanoSEA™
will
maintain
coordinated
customer service between the Marine reseller,
the Yacht’s key personnel and the local Mobile
Operator.

nanoSEA™ systems improve productivity,
increase privacy and enhance guest
experience with the convenience of using
existing phone applications.
PTI’s systems currently includes coverage in
the Caribbean and rapidly expanding to other
cruising areas around the world.

